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Reading the Periphery.

Stacy Asher

pəˈrif(ə)rē/
noun
the outer limits or edge of an area or object.
edge, outer edge, margin, fringe, boundary, border, perimeter, rim, verge, borderline;
a marginal or secondary position in, or part or aspect of, a group, subject, or sphere of activity.
"a shift in power from the center to the periphery"



Techne expanding.



“We see the continuing necessity for 
the print in contemporary culture, in 
the aesthetic need for the printed mark, 
intent, and technologies, and how 
impact is made, literally and figuratively, 
into social empowerment actions.” 

—Karen Kunc



...the aesthetic need for 
 the printed mark, intent, 
and technologies.



Reading the Periphery.



Mindfulness and me.



Mindful-
ness



Full mind-
ness



Stacy Asher





Black Dot Project 
World of Wonder 
Pink Dot Project 
Like.
Hello Moment.
Reflect. Pause. 
Meat, Meet, Mete. 
Rest. 







“Pause”, Vinyl graphic lettering, serving as a guide to place the 3D letters, was painted the color of the 
gallery walls. The  3D wood letterforms, also painted the color of the gallery wall, were included in AIGA 
Minnesota’s Project Passion.











Why?



in the 
moment. 



Stacy Asher 

Lincoln, NE 

stacyasher.com 

Pause 

Vinyl graphic lettering, 3D wood 

letterforms 

72" X 19" 

2014 

Collaborator: Matt Bowman, Idea Foundry 

in Columbus Ohio. 3D lettering 

I am a careful observer of the ways in 

which design helps shape and is shaped by 

culture. Pause, 3-D letters, painted the 

same color as the gallery walls, is 

intended to highlight the role of design to 

the world, promote an understanding of 

the significance of design in society, and 

to celebrate design as art. 

) 





“Hello Moment”, 
vinyl lettering, 72” X 8 1/4”

 

72”

8 
1/4” Hello moment.

“Hello moment... I am here.”  
Vinyl graphic lettering and offset printed cards. The printed cards are the same size as an 
iPhone X and serve as viewing guides.





“Hello moment... I am here.”  
Vinyl graphic lettering and offset printed cards. The printed cards are the same size as an 
iPhone X serve as viewing guides.

















“Hello moment,” by Stacy Asher, vinyl graphic on barn siding, pop-up installation of art and design, 
Prairie Pines, Lincoln, Nebraska, September 2015. 



Like.









Distraction.







Look here.



sasher3
Sticky Note
The saturation and hue of fluorescent pink is conventionally used to raise awareness to something that requires immediate attention. A garage sale sign on the corner made with fluorescent pink poster board, markings by utility companies with fluorescent pink paint or tiny fluorescent pink flags indicate a repair needs to be made, exercise caution, or look "here." Distraction, is that, a visual that commands attention.  


sasher3
Sticky Note









Awakening.





  

Techne expanding!



Mindfulness is the basic human 
ability to be fully present, aware of 
where we are and what we’re doing, 
and not overly reactive or overwhelmed 
by what’s going on around us.

https://www.mindful.org/what-is-mindfulness/







Meaning?



Here.
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Disruption.























Awakening.







If we are to change our world view, images have to change. 
The artist now has a very important job to do. He’s not a little
peripheral figure entertaining rich people, he’s really needed. 

– Vaclav Havel,  1936–2011




























































